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Players may also like: Big Bad Wolf, Sakura Fortune, Eastern Emeralds, Cash Truck, Adventures 
Beyond Wonderland Magical Maze, Adventures Beyond Wonderland Live, Everybody’s Jackpot 
Live and Buffalo Blitz Live. 

GAME IN SHORT

Little pigs, little pigs let me have a spin!  

Join the Big Bad Wolf and the little pigs in 
Quickspin’s first live game, Big Bad Wolf Live. 
It’s a 3x5, 25-line live slot game that comes 
complete with Tumbling Reels and the Pigs 
Turn Wild feature. Landing 3 Wolf Bonus 
symbols will activate the Live Bonus Game 
that consists of the Multiplier Collect game 
and the Wheel Game. While you wait for the 
communal bonus game to start, you can boost 
your winnings with our Top Up Game which is 
a 3-Reel, 1 line slot. And, in a Live Slot first, 
you can use the Bonus Buy to jump straight 
into the action of the Live Bonus Game by 
paying 40x your bet. 

STATS

• Min Bet (€): 0.25 
• Default Bet (€): 1 
• Default Max Bet (€): 100 
• Hit Frequency: 31.63% 
• Hit Frequency Into Bonus Game: 1 in 105 
• Max Win: 700x 

UNIQUE KEY FEATURES

BUY FEATURE 

You can get instant access to the communal 
Live Bonus Game by paying 40x your bet. 

TOP UP GAME 

While you’re waiting for the Wolf Bonus game 
to start, you can enjoy a simple 3-reel, 1 line 
Top-up Game to boost your winnings. 

MULTIPLIER COLLECT  

The Multiplier Collect game forms part of the 
Live Bonus game and in it you collect bet 
multipliers that are added at the end of the 
game.

BIG BAD WOLF LIVE
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GAMEPLAY IN BRIEF

BASICS 
The base game is a 3x5 slot game that 
features Tumbling Reels and when a winning 
combination is formed, the winning symbols 
will be removed and replaced with new 
ones, to help to create new win streaks and 
activate the Pigs Turn Wild feature. During 
the Pigs Turn Wild feature, consecutive 
tumbles will result in more pigs turning wild. 
On the second tumble, all red pig symbols will 
turn wild, on the fourth tumble in a spin all 
green pig symbols will turn wild and the 6th 
consecutive tumble in a spin will cause all the 
blue pigs to turn wild.  
 
Landing 3 Wolf Scatter symbols will activate 
the Wolf Bonus game and, if you want to skip 
straight to the action, you can use the Bonus 
Buy and pay 40x your bet to buy 3 Wolf 
Scatters and gain entry into the bonus game. 

The Live Bonus game consists of three parts: 
the Top Up Game, the Multiplier Collect Game 
and the Wolf Wheel Game 

TOP-UP GAME 
While you’re waiting for the Wolf Bonus game 
to start, you can enjoy a simple 3-reel, 1 
line Top-up Game to boost your winnings. It 
contains three symbols and will award a prize 
according to the paytable. The Top Up game 
is not free, and any winnings will be added to 
the overall winnings at the end of the Bonus 
Game. 

MULTIPLIER COLLECT GAME 
During the Multiplier Collect game, little pig 
symbols with different colours and multipliers 
will spin on the reels, creating three different 
multiplier pots, one for each colour. The 
Wheel Game will decide the winning colour 
and will add a new multiplier on top. 

WOLF WHEEL GAME 
During the Wolf Wheel bonus game, the 
presenter will spin the wheel and, depending 
on where the pin lands, will determine what 
you win. The pin could land on red, green or 
blue sections with multipliers ranging from 
1x to 3x or it could land on the Wolf to win all 
colours with multipliers of 1x, 2x or 7x.

UI SPECIAL FEATURES

- Bonus Buy
- Add Table Feature 


